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Interior Design + Graphic Design

Meade Design Group Inc. is a multidisciplinary design firm founded by Principal Designer, Iván Meade. Our company is based in Victoria on Vancouver Island and serves the local community as well as clients from mainland Canada, the United States, Australia, Mexico, Europe, and beyond.

The award-winning Meade Design Group team provides tailored interior design and graphic design solutions. Meade Design Group takes pride in our superior customer service from concept to delivery. Meade Design Group specialize in creating aesthetics that elegantly reflect our clients’ needs and personalities.













SURREAL REPRESENTATIONS – IVÁN MEADE COUTURE PILLOWCASES





Iván Meade’s new signature pillowcase collection is the culmination of 25 years in the design industry and an expression of his personal aesthetic of timeless European methodology with a sophisticated, modern edge. One of Meade’s fundamental design mantras is a phrase his mother would often use: “Find luxury in the things that you touch every day.” This deep-rooted philosophy is revealed in the sophisticated materials and patterns of the new line. “I have always had a passion for strange and unique forms, particularly those present in nature.” says Meade of his inspiration behind the collection. For the latest release of his eponymous line of lifestyle products, Meade continues his personal narrative with a distinct je ne sais quoi.
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Maple Bay
March 22, 2023
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McClure Street
April 14, 2021
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Bear & Joey Restaurant
June 10, 2020
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FARM – Langford
May 26, 2020
 















Featured News and Events
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Realtor.com ‘Who Is Tadao Ando?’ Article Featuring Iván Meade

In Realtor.com's 'Who Is Tadao Ando? The Pritzker Architect Attracting Celebrities (Such as Beyonce and Kanye) and Controversy' article, Iván Meade provides his thoughts on renowned Japanese architect, Tadao Ando. Click here to read the online article
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Libre Empresarial, San Luis Potosí’s Magazine, Iván Meade Featured Multi-Page Article

Iván Meade featured in a multi-page article within Liber Empresarial, San Luis Potosí's Magazine from Mexico, his hometown. The article titled 'Cultural Diversity, Aesthetic Originality' interviews Iván about his step-by-step creative design process. Click here to...
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SPRUCE Magazine, Iván Meade Featured Article ‘Getting Personal’

SPRUCE Magazine's Style Issue 'Getting Personal' Winter 2023 issue, Iván Meade gives his take on interior trends for 2024 -- textures, styles, and the 'feel' of the space. Click here to read the article
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 [image: Ivan Meade]
Design has always been Iván’s passion. Here, you will find more information about Ivan, his expertise, e-book and product lines. Iván has worked with interior designers locally and internationally to help them develop high-value brands for themselves.

For several years, the Meade Design Group Principal has had a number of eponymous lines including artwork and objets d’art from sterling silver. With the 2014 launch of his fabric line, Iván has the opportunity to culminate his experiences with several design disciplines into a personal narrative. Each fabric pattern represents an important part of Iván’s own life experience.




 [image: Life M Style]
LifeMStyle’s goal is to help more people live their best lifestyle, and enjoy doing it. Doing so does not need to be costly or hard, people just need the right tools, and LifeMStyle (or M, as it is affectionately known) is here to help.
 Founded by Ivan Meade, Principal Designer of Meade Design Group; M provides its readers with the tools they need to inspire themselves to live their best life everyday, in every way. Using the team’s collective resources as interior designers, graphic designers, web-developers and all-around enthusiasts of beautiful things, M was created to share all of the experience, connections and knowledge the team has accumulated.
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Without you this studio would not be what it is today. Happy International Women’s Day!
#internationalwomensday #mdgwomen 
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[image: Introducing MAGNOLIA - 76% Dark Chocolate with Blueberry, Strawberry & Hibiscus —  Hibiscus is the star here. As a cherished flower in Mexican tradition, it offers a sophisticated floral tartness that when combined with the rich dark chocolate and juicy sweetness of the berries creates something truly magical to taste.  MAGNOLIA pairs best with: * Wine: Ruby Port / Zinfandel * Coffee: Indonesian * Tea: Red Robe * Whiskey: The Dalmore 12 Year Old  Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #magnolia #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing MAGNOLIA - 76% Dark Chocolate with Blueberry, Strawberry & Hibiscus —
Hibiscus is the star here. As a cherished flower in Mexican tradition, it offers a sophisticated floral tartness that when combined with the rich dark chocolate and juicy sweetness of the berries creates something truly magical to taste.
MAGNOLIA pairs best with:
* Wine: Ruby Port / Zinfandel
* Coffee: Indonesian
* Tea: Red Robe
* Whiskey: The Dalmore 12 Year Old
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #magnolia #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Introducing CRUCE - 76% Dark Chocolate with Olive Oil & Sea Salt —  Infusing premium olive oil into our already rich chocolate was pure genius! This sublime taste experience brings a silky creaminess to the chocolate and then balances it with a light dusting of sea salt to add savoury contrast and contentment.  CRUCE pairs best with: * Wine: Rioja / Petit Sirah * Coffee: Americano * Tea: Assam * Whiskey: The Arran Malt 10 Year Old Single Malt Scotch  Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #cruce #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing CRUCE - 76% Dark Chocolate with Olive Oil & Sea Salt —
Infusing premium olive oil into our already rich chocolate was pure genius! This sublime taste experience brings a silky creaminess to the chocolate and then balances it with a light dusting of sea salt to add savoury contrast and contentment.
CRUCE pairs best with:
* Wine: Rioja / Petit Sirah
* Coffee: Americano
* Tea: Assam
* Whiskey: The Arran Malt 10 Year Old Single Malt Scotch
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #cruce #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Introducing GEOMETRICA - 62% Dark Milk Chocolate with Mole, Fine Almond & Cacao Nibs — Prepare for the rich traditions of Mexico. The dark milk chocolate is harmoniously paired with mole’s unmistakable mix of spices. Fine almonds and cacao nibs lend texture and a delightful crunch that round off this tour of Mexican excellence.   GEOMETRICA pairs best with: * Wine: Cabernet Sauvignon / Amontillado * Coffee: Mexican * Tea: Chai Tea * Whiskey: Johnnie Walker Red Label  Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #geometrica #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing GEOMETRICA - 62% Dark Milk Chocolate with Mole, Fine Almond & Cacao Nibs — Prepare for the rich traditions of Mexico. The dark milk chocolate is harmoniously paired with mole’s unmistakable mix of spices. Fine almonds and cacao nibs lend texture and a delightful crunch that round off this tour of Mexican excellence.
GEOMETRICA pairs best with:
* Wine: Cabernet Sauvignon / Amontillado
* Coffee: Mexican
* Tea: Chai Tea
* Whiskey: Johnnie Walker Red Label
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #geometrica #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Introducing DIAMANTE - 62% Dark Milk Chocolate with Salted Caramel & Toffee —  There’s no secret why this is one of our best sellers. Velvety dark milk chocolate in the canvas for bursts of buttery toffee and caramel seasoned with fleur de sel from Salt Spring Island creating the perfect taste for any palate.   DIAMANTE pairs best with: * Wine: Moscatel de Setubal / Merlot * Coffee: Brazilian / Kona * Tea: English Breakfast  * Whiskey: Ardbeg Corryvreckan  Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #diamante #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing DIAMANTE - 62% Dark Milk Chocolate with Salted Caramel & Toffee —
There’s no secret why this is one of our best sellers. Velvety dark milk chocolate in the canvas for bursts of buttery toffee and caramel seasoned with fleur de sel from Salt Spring Island creating the perfect taste for any palate.
DIAMANTE pairs best with:
* Wine: Moscatel de Setubal / Merlot
* Coffee: Brazilian / Kona
* Tea: English Breakfast
* Whiskey: Ardbeg Corryvreckan
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #diamante #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Introducing MARMOL - White Chocolate with Matcha & Lime —  First, we start with creamy white chocolate as the luxurious backdrop for the earthy and soothing depths of matcha and add a hit of zesty lime for an invigorating and refreshing finish. What an incredible taste combination!  MARMOL pairs best with: * Wine: Pinot Noir / Moscato Dásti * Coffee: Guatemalan * Tea: Japanese Green Matcha * Whiskey: Auchentoshan 12 Year Old   Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #marmol #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing MARMOL - White Chocolate with Matcha & Lime —
First, we start with creamy white chocolate as the luxurious backdrop for the earthy and soothing depths of matcha and add a hit of zesty lime for an invigorating and refreshing finish. What an incredible taste combination!
MARMOL pairs best with:
* Wine: Pinot Noir / Moscato Dásti
* Coffee: Guatemalan
* Tea: Japanese Green Matcha
* Whiskey: Auchentoshan 12 Year Old
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #marmol #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Introducing MADAM CHARLOTTE - White Chocolate with Raspberry, Rose Petals & Limes Flakes —  As beautiful to behold as it is to taste, this bar will dazzle your senses. The tangy raspberry and perky lime flavours dance beautifully with the delicate floral notes of rose petals on a bed of pillowy white chocolate.  MADAM CHARLOTTE pairs best with: * Wine: Brachetto D’Acqui / Champagne Rosé * Coffee: Yemeni * Tea: Jasmin Green * Whiskey: Glenfarclas 15 Year Old  Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #madamcharlotte #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Introducing MADAM CHARLOTTE - White Chocolate with Raspberry, Rose Petals & Limes Flakes —
As beautiful to behold as it is to taste, this bar will dazzle your senses. The tangy raspberry and perky lime flavours dance beautifully with the delicate floral notes of rose petals on a bed of pillowy white chocolate.
MADAM CHARLOTTE pairs best with:
* Wine: Brachetto D’Acqui / Champagne Rosé
* Coffee: Yemeni
* Tea: Jasmin Green
* Whiskey: Glenfarclas 15 Year Old
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #madamcharlotte #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: The Ivan Meade Chocolate Collection is lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolate in Victoria BC, Canada. A portion of each sale is donated to Testicular Cancer Canada.   We are proud that each chocolate bar is a 100% transparently traded product through Wallace Craft Chocolate’s supply partner, Uncommon Cacao. This means that you, as the consumer, can verify the prices paid along the supply chain, ensuring cacao farmers, and everyone else, are paid honestly, openly, and fairly.   Available at www.ivanmeade.com   Video by @lightbycass  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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The Ivan Meade Chocolate Collection is lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolate in Victoria BC, Canada. A portion of each sale is donated to Testicular Cancer Canada.
We are proud that each chocolate bar is a 100% transparently traded product through Wallace Craft Chocolate’s supply partner, Uncommon Cacao. This means that you, as the consumer, can verify the prices paid along the supply chain, ensuring cacao farmers, and everyone else, are paid honestly, openly, and fairly.
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @lightbycass
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Iván Meade premium chocolates combine the passions of great design and quality ingredients that always deliver an elegant experience. Each flavour profile showcases a pattern from Iván’s Surreal Representations couture pillowcase collection, balancing the elements of creativity, luxury, and elevated taste.  Lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolate in Victoria BC, Canada. A portion of each sale is donated to Testicular Cancer Canada.   We are proud that each chocolate bar is a 100% transparently traded product through Wallace Craft Chocolate’s supply partner, Uncommon Cacao. This means that you, as the consumer, can verify the prices paid along the supply chain, ensuring cacao farmers, and everyone else, are paid honestly, openly, and fairly.  Available at www.ivanmeade.com  Video by @cass.oneil  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edible-art]
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Iván Meade premium chocolates combine the passions of great design and quality ingredients that always deliver an elegant experience. Each flavour profile showcases a pattern from Iván’s Surreal Representations couture pillowcase collection, balancing the elements of creativity, luxury, and elevated taste.  Lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolate in Victoria BC, Canada. A portion of each sale is donated to Testicular Cancer Canada.
We are proud that each chocolate bar is a 100% transparently traded product through Wallace Craft Chocolate’s supply partner, Uncommon Cacao. This means that you, as the consumer, can verify the prices paid along the supply chain, ensuring cacao farmers, and everyone else, are paid honestly, openly, and fairly.
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @cass.oneil
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edible-art 
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[image: Iván Meade expands his personal narrative in design with the introduction of a new line of chocolates. The Iván Meade Chocolate Collection combines the passions of great design and quality ingredients that always deliver an elegant experience. Each flavour profile showcases a pattern from Iván’s Surreal Representations couture pillowcase collection, balancing the elements of creativity, luxury, and elevated taste.  The chocolate bars are lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolates in Victoria BC. Each chocolate is hand-crafted using high-quality ingredients that are sourced locally where possible – and are organic, fair-trade, and premium products.   “As a self-proclaimed foodie, quality and variety in flavours and ingredients is of the utmost importance to me. I can feel confident about having my name on a product that is not only delicious and organic but promotes a local business.”  Available at www.ivanmeade.com  Video by @cass.oneil  Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate   #ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart]
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Iván Meade expands his personal narrative in design with the introduction of a new line of chocolates. The Iván Meade Chocolate Collection combines the passions of great design and quality ingredients that always deliver an elegant experience. Each flavour profile showcases a pattern from Iván’s Surreal Representations couture pillowcase collection, balancing the elements of creativity, luxury, and elevated taste. 
The chocolate bars are lovingly made in small batches by the artisanal chocolatiers Wallace Craft Chocolates in Victoria BC. Each chocolate is hand-crafted using high-quality ingredients that are sourced locally where possible – and are organic, fair-trade, and premium products.
“As a self-proclaimed foodie, quality and variety in flavours and ingredients is of the utmost importance to me. I can feel confident about having my name on a product that is not only delicious and organic but promotes a local business.”
Available at www.ivanmeade.com
Video by @cass.oneil
Chocolates by @wallacecraftchocolate
#ivanmeade #ivanmeadechocolates #chocolate #chocolates #yyj #chocolateyyj #chocolatecollection #meadedesigngroup #wallacecraftchocolate #artisanalchocolate #edibleart 
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[image: Marking a significant milestone — Congratulations Atmosphere Interior Design for celebrating 2 decades of design excellence.   Sharing @mrcurtiselmy post demonstrating the AID logo evolution; each iteration reflects growth and innovation.   Iván Meade and the MDG team have had the pleasure of working with AID over the years, we are grateful to have been a part of your journey and wish you all the best in the future.  . . . #atmosphereinteriordesign #logoevolution #2decades #meadedesigngroup]
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Marking a significant milestone — Congratulations Atmosphere Interior Design for celebrating 2 decades of design excellence.
Sharing @mrcurtiselmy post demonstrating the AID logo evolution; each iteration reflects growth and innovation.
Iván Meade and the MDG team have had the pleasure of working with AID over the years, we are grateful to have been a part of your journey and wish you all the best in the future.
.
.
.
#atmosphereinteriordesign #logoevolution #2decades #meadedesigngroup 
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[image: Reflecting on 2023, a year filled with whirlwinds at Meade Design Group, we extend heartfelt gratitude to our clients and colleagues who made it memorable. In the spirit of the season, we wish you a joyful holiday filled with the warmth of family, the laughter of friends, cherished traditions, and abundance.   As we continue our tradition of forging Christmas cards, we’ve chosen to allocate our resources to Testicular Cancer Canada. Acknowledging the challenges that come with this diagnosis, particularly among young men, we believe in fostering hope.   Testicular cancer may be one of the most common in this demographic, but it is also one of the most curable. If you would like to donate please visit  testicularcancer.ngo/give  Here’s to a season of hope, health, and happiness.  Iván, Echo, Alex, Beth, Joaquina, Jeff & Jan . . . #meadedesigngroup #mdg #designstudioyyj #victoriabc #happyholidays #warmwishes #holidayseason]
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Reflecting on 2023, a year filled with whirlwinds at Meade Design Group, we extend heartfelt gratitude to our clients and colleagues who made it memorable. In the spirit of the season, we wish you a joyful holiday filled with the warmth of family, the laughter of friends, cherished traditions, and abundance.
As we continue our tradition of forging Christmas cards, we’ve chosen to allocate our resources to Testicular Cancer Canada. Acknowledging the challenges that come with this diagnosis, particularly among young men, we believe in fostering hope.
Testicular cancer may be one of the most common in this demographic, but it is also one of the most curable. If you would like to donate please visit testicularcancer.ngo/give
Here’s to a season of hope, health, and happiness.
Iván, Echo, Alex, Beth, Joaquina, Jeff & Jan
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Meade Design Group had the pleasure of working with a client from Spain to establish his Hawaiiar Masajea (Hawaiian Massage) business - Introducing Lomi Lomi.
The brand consists of a sophisticated yet playful palette with graphic elements inspired by tropical foliage; finished off with touches of gold to elevate and add elegance the brand, while maintaining that laid back, tranquil Hawaiian vibe.
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[image: A soft palette of sages, pale blues, rich wood tones and neutrals were chosen for this respite care home with the intent to respect the character of the home and appeal to the demographic of clientele without being clinical or stuffy. A well-balanced blend of traditional and modern furnishings solidifies this concept, while keeping cleanliness and comfort at the forefront of selections throughout.  This project is featured on our website under the Interiors tab ‘In Progress’. MDG creates unique renderings to help clients to visualize our proposed vision for their space. . . . #retirementhome #renderings #proposeddesign #digitalrenderings #ivanmeade #mdg #meadedesigngroup #interiordesign #yyjinteriors #yyj #victoriabc #yyjdesign #interiorinspo #instadesign #interiors]
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A soft palette of sages, pale blues, rich wood tones and neutrals were chosen for this respite care home with the intent to respect the character of the home and appeal to the demographic of clientele without being clinical or stuffy. A well-balanced blend of traditional and modern furnishings solidifies this concept, while keeping cleanliness and comfort at the forefront of selections throughout.
This project is featured on our website under the Interiors tab ‘In Progress’. MDG creates unique renderings to help clients to visualize our proposed vision for their space.
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Meade Design Group honours the National Day of Truth and Reconciliation. Let’s stand together to remember, honour and advocate for the lost children and survivors of residential schools, their families and Indigenous communities.
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The Meade Design Group team was pleased to be invited to work on this project that was filled with such heart and compassion for the potential residents of this respite care facility. Special safety considerations had to be made for the end-users, but the goal was to maintain an ambiance that felt like home.
A soft palette of sages, pale blues, rich wood tones and neutrals respect the character of the home and appeal to the demographic of clientele without being clinical or stuffy. A well-balanced blend of traditional and modern furnishings solidifies this concept, while keeping cleanliness and comfort at the forefront of selections throughout.
This project is featured on our website under the Interiors tab ‘In Progress’. MDG creates unique renderings to help clients to visualize our proposed vision for their space.
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